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MV-algebras are the models of the time-honored equational theory of magni-
tudes with unit. Introduced by Chang as a counterpart of the infinite-valued
sentential calculus of èukasiewicz, they are currently investigated for their rela-
tions with AF C*-algebras, toric desingularizations, and lattice-ordered abelian
groups. Using tensor products, in this paper we shall characterize multiplicatively
closed MV-algebras. Generalizing work of Loomis and Sikorski, we shall investi-
gate the relationships between s-complete multiplicatively closed MV-algebras,
w xand pointwise s-complete MV-algebras of 0, 1 -valued functions. Q 1999 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIntroduced by Chang in 2, 3 , MV-algebras are the models of the
wequational theory of magnitudes with a distinguished archimedean unit 1,
xpp. 106]107 , in a sense that will be made precise by Theorem 1.4 below.
w x w xThe monograph 5 , as well as the survey paper 4 , provide all the
necessary background information. The prototypical MV-algebra is given
w xby the real unit interval 0, 1 equipped with the operations
! x s 1 y x , x [ y s min 1, x q y , x( y s max 0, x q y y 1 . .  .
1 .
MV-algebras are the algebras satisfying precisely the same equations that
w x ware satisfied by 0, 1 . Equivalently, by Chang's completeness theorem 2,
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x  .  .3 , an MV-algebra A s A, 0, 1, !, [ , ( is an abelian monoid A, 0, [
 .with an involution ! such that x [ 1 s 1 s !0, x( y s ! ! x [ ! y ,
 .  .and y [ ! y [ ! x s x [ ! x [ ! y . An MV-algebra is called tri¨ ial
iff it only consists of the zero element. Unless otherwise specified, all
MV-algebras considered in this paper shall be nontrivial.
 .Every MV-algebra A s A, 0, 1, !, [ , ( is further equipped with the
 .operations k and n given by a k b s ! ! a [ b [ b and a n b s
 .! ! a k ! b . The binary relation F on A given by a F b iff a( ! b s
w x 0, is a partial order; as a matter of fact, Chang 2 proved that A, k, n,
.0, 1 is a distributive lattice with least element 0 and greatest element 1;
this is called the underlying lattice of A.
We say that MV-algebra A is s-complete iff its underlying lattice is
s-complete, i.e., every nonempty countable subset of A has a supremum
in A.
Ideals are kernels of homomorphisms. Unless otherwise specified, every
ideal I of an MV-algebra A considered in this paper shall be assumed to
be proper, i.e., I / A. An ideal I is said to be maximal iff there is no ideal
 .of A strictly containing I other than the improper ideal A . Thus,
 .maximal ideals are automatically proper. We let M A denote the set of
all maximal ideals of A. Since I is maximal iff it is maximal for the
property of not containing the unit element 1, we easily conclude that
 .M A / B.
The following result is an MV-algebraic variant of Holder's theoremÈ
w x1, 2.6, 12.2.1 .
THEOREM 1.1. For any MV-algebra A and maximal ideal I of A, there is a
unique isomorphism i of the quotient MV-algebra ArI onto a subalgebra ofI
w x0, 1 . Let r : A ª ArI be the quotient map. Then the map I ¬ i ( r is aI I I
one-to-one correspondence of the set of maximal ideals of A onto the set of
w xhomomorphisms of A into 0, 1 . The in¨erse of this map sends any such
homomorphism into its kernel.
w xProof. See, e.g., 5, Theorems 2.4.14, 2.5.7 .
 .  <  .4The set Rad A s F K K g M A is called the radical of A. A is
 .  4said to be semisimple iff Rad A s 0 . Equivalently, for each nonzero
w x  .element x g A, there is a homomorphism h: A ª 0, 1 with h x / 0.
 .In order to define the spectral also called hull-kernel topology on the
 .set M A of all maximal ideals of A, for every ideal I of A, let
  . < 4O s K g M A K W I . Then the collection of all sets of the form O isI I
 .a compact Hausdorff topology on M A . Any closed subset is of the form
  . < 4C s K g M A K = I , for some ideal I of A.I
 .For any compact Hausdorff space X, let us agree to denote by C X the
w xMV-algebra of all continuous 0, 1 -valued functions on X with pointwise
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 . w x Xoperations as in 1 ; let, as usual, 0, 1 denote the MV-algebra of all
w x0, 1 -valued functions on X. In the light of Theorem 1.1, let the map
w x Xa g A ¬ a* g 0, 1 be defined by
w xa* I s i ( x a g 0, 1 for all I g M A . 2 .  .  .  .  .I I
The following theorem gives a concrete representation of semisimple
MV-algebras; its proof is a fundamental consequence of Chang's com-
pleteness theorem.
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a semisimple MV-algebra. Then the map a ¬ a*
  ..is an isomorphism of A onto a separating subalgebra A* of C M A , in the
sense that whene¨er I, J are distinct maximal ideals of A, there are elements
 .  .a*, b* g A* with a* I / b* J .
COROLLARY 1.3. An MV-algebra A is semisimple iff A is isomorphic to a
w xseparating MV-algebra of 0, 1 -¨alued continuous functions defined o¨er some
w xcompact Hausdorff space, iff A is isomorphic to an MV-algebra of 0, 1 -
¨alued functions defined o¨er some set.
We assume familiarity with lattice-ordered abelian groups, for short
w xl-groups, for which we refer to 1 . For any l-group G, an element u g G
is said to be a strong unit of G iff for all g g G there is an integer n G 1
 .  .such that nu G g. By a morphism f: G, u ª G9, u9 we mean a group
homomorphism f : G ª G9 that also preserves the lattice structure and
 .satisfies the condition f u s u9.
w x  .THEOREM 1.4 7 . For any l-group G with a strong unit u, let G G, u be
w x  < 4the unit inter¨ al 0, u s h g G 0 F h F u , equipped with the operations
 .  .! g s u y g, g [ h s u n g q h , and g(h s 0 k g q h y u . Then
 . w x .  .i A s 0, u , !, [ , ( s G G, u is an MV-algebra.
 .  .  .  .ii Letting, for any morphism f : G, u ª G9, u9 , G f be the
w x restriction of f to 0, u , then G is a categorical equi¨ alence i.e., a full,
.faithful, dense functor from l-groups with strong unit to MV-algebras.
 .iii The lattice operations on A agree with those of G.
 . w xiv The map J ¬ J l 0, u is an isomorphism between the lattice of
 .l-ideals of G equipped with set-theoretic inclusion and the lattice of ideals of
 .A also equipped with inclusion . All infinite suprema and infima are pre-
ser¨ ed by this correspondence. There is a natural isomorphism between
 .  .  w x.G GrJ, urJ and G G, u r J l 0, u .
Thus, in particular, up to isomorphism, every MV-algebra A can be
identified with the unit interval of a unique l-group G with strong unit u;
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in symbols,
A s G G, u . 3 .  .
We say that G is the l-group with strong unit u corresponding to A.
As an application of the G functor we have the following.
PROPOSITION 1.5. An MV-algebra is s-complete iff e¨ery bounded se-
quence of elements in its corresponding l-group G, has a supremum in G.
Any s-complete MV-algebra A is semisimple.
Proof. The first statement follows from the preservation properties of
w xthe G functor 9, Proposition 9.4.3 . The second statement now immedi-
 wately follows from its counterpart for l-groups see, e.g., 1, Proposition
x.  .11.2.2 , in the light of Theorem 1.4 iv .
2. BIMORPHISMS OF MV-ALGEBRAS
Let A and B be MV-algebras, and A = B be their cartesian product as
.a set .
DEFINITION 2.1. A bimorphism b of A = B into an MV-algebra C is a
 .function b : A = B ª C such that b 1, 1 s 1 and for all a, a , a g A1 2
and b, b , b g B, we have1 2
 .  .  .I b a, 0 s 0 s b 0, b ;
 .  .  .  .  .  .II b a, b k b s b a, b k b a, b ; b a k a , b s b a , b1 2 1 2 1 2 1
 .k b a , b ;2
 .  .  .  .  .  .III b a, b n b s b a, b n b a, b ; b a n a , b s b a , b1 2 1 2 1 2 1
 .n b a , b ;2
 .  .  .  .IV if b (b s 0, then b a, b (b a, b s 0 and b a, b [ b s1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .b a, b [ b a, b ; symmetrically, if a (a s 0, then b a , b (b a , b1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .s 0 and b a [ a , b s b a , b [ b a , b .1 2 1 2
 .We denote by bim A, B, C the set of all biomorphisms b : A = B ª C.
 .If h: C ª C9 is a homomorphism of MV-algebras and b g bim A, B, C ,
 .then h( b g bim A, B, C9 .
To increase readability, we shall adopt the usual convention that ! is
more binding than ( , the latter being more binding than [. We also
assume that the lattice operations k and n are less binding than any
w xother operation. Following Chang 2 , in every MV-algebra A we define
 .the distance function dist x, y by
dist x , y s x( ! y [ ! x( y. 4 .  .
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 .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let b g bim A, B, C . Then
 .  .  .i if b F b , then b a, b F b a, b ;1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .ii b a, ! b s b a, 1 ( ! b a, b ;
 .  .  .   .  ..iii b a, b [ b s b a, 1 n b a, b [ b a, b .1 2 1 2
 .  .Proof. i This is an immediate consequence of III in the above
 .  .definition. To prove ii , from b( ! b s 0 and b [ ! b s 1 we get by IV
0 s b a, b (b a, ! b whence b a, ! b F ! b a, b 5 .  .  .  .  .
and
b a, ! b [ b a, b s b a, 1 . 6 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .By i , b a, b F b a, 1 , i.e.,
! b a, 1 (b a, b s 0. 7 .  .  .
w x  .   .  ..  .Recalling 2, 3.15 , we get b a, b [ dist b a, 1 , b a, b s b a, 1 , and
 .  .  .  .  .  .hence, b a, b [ b a, 1 ( ! b a, b [ ! b a, 1 ( b a, b s b a, 1 ,
 .whence by 7
b a, 1 ( ! b a, b [ b a, b s b a, 1 . 8 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .From 6 and 8 together with the inequalities b a, ! b F ! b a, b and
 .  .  .b a, 1 ( ! b a, b F ! b a, b , it follows that cancellation can be ap-
 w x.  .  .  .plied see 2, 1.13 , whence b a, ! b s b a, 1 ( ! b a, b , as required.
 .Finally, to prove iii let us write
b a, b [ b s b a, b k b [ b s b a, b [ ! b ( b [ b .  .  . .  . .1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
s b a, b [ b a, ! b ( b [ b .  . .1 1 1 2
s b a, b [ b a, ! b n b .  .1 1 2
s b a, b [ b a, ! b n b a, b .  .  . .1 1 2
s b a, b [ b a, ! b n b a, b [ b a, b .  .  .  . .  .1 1 1 2
s b a, 1 n b a, b [ b a, b , .  .  .1 2
as required.
For every element w in an MV-algebra A, the inter¨ al MV-algebra
w x . w xA s 0, w , 0, w, ! , [ , ( is obtained by equipping the set 0, w sw w w w
 < 4x g A 0 F x F w with the operations
! x s w( ! x ,w
x [ y s w n x [ y , .w
x( y s ! ! x [ ! y . .w w w w w
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 .Note that A is a trivial MV-algebra iff w s 0. For any b g bim A, B, C ,w
a g A and b g B, we define the maps b : B ª C and b b: A ª C bya
stipulating that for all x g A and y g B,
b y s b a, y and b b x s b x , b . 9 .  .  .  .  .a
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let b g bim A, B, C and a g A. Then b is aa
w  .xhomomorphism of B into the inter¨ al MV-algebra 0, b a, 1 . Similarly, for
b w  .xeach b g B, b is a homomorphism of A into 0, b 1, b .
 .  .Proof. This is essentially the content of Proposition 2.2 ii ] iii , upon
 .  .   b.. w  .xnoting that, by i , range b resp., range b is contained in 0, b a, 1a
 w  .x.resp., in 0, b 1, b .
THEOREM 2.4. Let A and B be semisimple MV-algebras, respecti¨ ely
  ..   ..identified with separating subalgebras of C M A and C M B using the
maps a ¬ a* and b ¬ b* of Theorem 1.2 whence in particular a* s a and
.  w x.b* s b . Then for each b g bim A, B, 0, 1 , there is a unique pair of
 .  .maximal ideals I g M A and J g M B such that, for all a g A andb b
b g B,
b a, b s a I ? b J , .  .  .b b
 .where ? denotes natural pointwise multiplication. The function b ¬ I , J isb b
 w x.  .  .a one-to-one correspondence of bim A, B, 0, 1 onto M A = M B .
 . w xProof. For any element a g A, let w s b 1 g R, where b : B ª 0, wa a
 .is the homomorphism of Proposition 2.3 given by 9 . In the light of
 .  . w x  .Theorem 1.4, write B s G G, u as in 3 . Similarly, write 0, w s G L, w ,
for a suitable l-subgroup L of the additive group R with natural order.
 .Also write b s G h for a uniquely determined l-homomorphism h:a
 .G ª L such that h u s w. We shall now prove the existence of a
 .maximal ideal J g M A and a real number m G 0 such that, for alla a
 .  .b g B, b b s m b J . In case w s 0 upon choosing m s 0, any arbi-a a a a
 .trary maximal ideal in the nonempty set M A will do. In case w / 0, by
Holder's theorem there is a real number m such that the map c :È a
x ¬ xrm is the only l-homomorphism of L into R sending w into 1. Ita
follows that the composite map c (h: G ª L ª R is an l-homomorphism
 .of G into R sending u to 1, and G c (h is a homomorphism of B into
w x  .0, 1 . By Theorem 1.1, there is a unique maximal ideal J g M A sucha
that, for all b g B,
b b s m ? b J . 10 .  .  .a a a
 .Dually, for each b g B, there is a maximal ideal I g M B and a realb
number n G 0 such that, for all a g A,b
b b a s n ? a I . 11 .  .  .b b
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 .In particular, when a s 1 and b s 1, we get 1 s b 1 s m ? 1 s m and1 1 1
1 .  .  .symmetrically, 1 s b 1 s n , whence m s n s 1. By 10 and 11 , we1 1 1
can write
a I s n ? a I s b 1 a s b a, 1 s b 1 s m , 12 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 a a
and symmetrically,
b J s m ? b J s b b s b 1, b s b b 1 s n , 13 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 b
whence
a I ? b J s m ? b J s b a, b s n ? a I s b J ? a I . 14 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 a a a b b 1 b
 .  .Claim: For all a g A and b g B, we have the identity b a, b s a I ?1
 .b J .1
 .Case 1. b a, 1 / 0.
 .  .  .Then by 12 and 14 , there is an ideal J g M B such that, for alla
b g B,
b a, b s b a, 1 ? b J . 15 .  .  .  .a
 .  .Assume J / J absurdum hypothesis , and pick b g B such that b J ) 0a 1 a
 .and b J s 0. The existence of such b is ensured by the fact that B is a1
  ..  .  .separating subalgebra of C M B . Then by 15 , b a, b ) 0. On the
 .  .  .other hand, by 13 , b 1, b s b J s 0, thus contradicting the monotony1
 .  .   ..property b a, b F b 1, b Proposition 2.2 i . We conclude that J s J ,a 1
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .and from 15 and 12 , we get b a, b s b a, 1 ? b J s a I ? b J , as1 1 1
required.
 .Case 2. b a, 1 s 0.
 .  .Then by monotony, b a, b s 0 for all b g B. Recalling 12 , it is now
 .  .sufficient to note a I s b a, 1 s 0.1
The claim is settled. The dependence of I and J on b is understood.1 1
Thus, upon defining I s I and J s J , the first statement is proved. Tob 1 b 1
conclude the proof, it is sufficient to note that injectivity follows from A
and B being separating subalgebras. To prove surjectivity, one notes that
 .  . w xfor each I g M A and J g M B , the map d : A = B ª 0, 1 given by
 .  .  . w xd a, b s a I ? b J is a bimorphism of A = B into 0, 1 .
3. THE MV-ALGEBRAIC TENSOR PRODUCT
 .DEFINITION 3.1. A bimorphism b g bim A, B, C is said to be uni¨ er-
 .sal iff for every MV-algebra C9 and b9 g bim A, B, C9 there is a unique
homomorphism l: C ª C9 such that l( b s b9.
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Stated otherwise, we have a commutative diagram
b 6
A = B C
6 6lb 9
C9
We shall now routinely construct an MV-algebra A m B and a univer-MV
sal bimorphism m of A = B into A m B.MV MV
w xConstruction. Let F be the free MV-algebra 5 over the free generat-
ing set A = B. Let I be the ideal of F generated by elements of the
 .following form, for all a, a , a g A and b, b , b g B, where dist x, y is1 2 1 2
 .Chang's distance function 4 :
 . .dist 0, 0 , 0
 . .dist 1, 1 , 1
 .  .  ..dist a, b k b , a, b k a, b1 2 1 2
 .  .  ..dist a, b n b , a, b n a, b1 2 1 2
and for all c , c g B with c (c s 0,1 2 1 2
 .  . .dist a, c ( a, c , 0 and1 2
 .  .  ..dist a, c [ c , a, c [ a, c ,1 2 1 2
and their duals, by analogy with Definition 2.1. Let A m B s FrI, andMV
 .let the map a, b ¬ a m b be the composite of the inclusion map i:MV
A = B ª F and the quotient map p : F ª FrI. Specifically, a m b sMV
 .  .p a, b g A m B is the equivalence class of a, b in FrI. A straightfor-MV
ward verification shows that the map m : A = B ª A m B is aMV MV
bimorphism. As a matter of fact, the ideal I was just defined in such a way
that the composite map A = B ª F ª FrI is a bimorphism. The MV-
algebra A m B is generated by elements of the form a m b. TheMV MV
following result establishes that the map A = B ª A m B is universal.MV
THEOREM 3.2. For any bimorphism b : A = B ª C, there is precisely one
 .  .homomorphism l: A m B ª C such that l a m b s b a, b .MV MV
Proof. The freeness properties of F yield a homomorphism h: F ª C
such that h( i s b. This is the uniquely determined homomorphism that
 .  .sends each generator a, b of F into the element b a, b of C. Since b is
bilinear, h sends each generator of I into the zero element of C; in
 .symbols, Ker h = I. Let p be the quotient map of F onto FrI. Then we
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get a homomorphism l: FrI ª C, also uniquely determined, such that
l(p s h. We have a commutative diagram





 .  .In conclusion, l(p ( i s b and l a m b s b a, b , as required.MV
Remark. A routine verification shows the uniqueness of A m B. AsMV
a matter of fact, if g : A = B ª D is another universal bimorphism, then
 .there is an isomorphism u : A m B ª D such that u a m b sMV MV
 .g a, b .
We shall call A m B the MV-tensor product of A and B.MV
 . .   . 4EXAMPLE. Let Ł s G 1rn Z, 1 s 0, 1rn, 2rn, . . . , n y 1 rn, 1 ben
w xthe subalgebra of 0, 1 with n q 1 elements. Then
Ł m Ł s Ł .n MV m nm
As a matter of fact, by the above construction there is a finitely generated
 . .ideal I of the free MV-algebra F over n q 1 m q 1 generators such
w xthat Ł m Ł s FrI. It follows 5, Theorem 3.3.9, Corollary 3.3.11 thatn MV m
Ł m Ł is semisimple. An application of Theorem 2.4 shows thatn MV m
Ł m Ł has precisely one maximal ideal. The identity Ł m Ł sn MV m n MV m
Ł now follows from one more application of Theorem 2.4. Similarly, ifnm
A and B are finite MV-algebras, then so is A m B. Specifically, uponMV
writing A s Ł = ??? = Ł as an MV-algebraic product of finite chainsn n1 p
 w x.see 5, Corollary 4.2.20 and B s Ł = ??? = Ł , using Theorem 2.4m m1 q
one sees that the semisimple MV-algebra A m B has precisely pqMV
maximal ideals. By direct inspection, one can prove
A m B s = Ł m Ł s = Ł .MV i , j n MV m i , j n mi j i j
For more complex applications, the m -tensor product is not easy toMV
visualize. One main source of difficulty is given by the following phe-
nomenon.
THEOREM 3.3. There is a semisimple MV-algebra A such that A m A isMV
not semisimple.
Proof. Let F denote the free MV-algebra over one free generator.1
w xEquivalently 5, Theorem 3.2.16; 4 , F is the MV-algebra of all Mc-1
w xNaughton functions of one variable, those continuous functions f : 0, 1 ª
w x0, 1 consisting of finitely many linear pieces of the form ax q b, a, b g Z.
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w xFor each j g 0, 1 , let J and O respectively denote the maximal idealj j
and the germinal ideal of F at j ; in symbols,1
J s f g F f j s 0 , . 4j 1
w xO s f g F f s 0 on an open neighborhood of j in 0, 1 . 4j 1
w xBy 8, Proposition 3.6 , O s J iff j is irrational. Assume j to bej j
irrational. Then the quotient MV-algebra A s F rO s F rJ can be1 j 1 j
visualized in the following two equivalent ways:
 . w xi either as the subalgebra of 0, 1 given by all possible values of
 4McNaughton functions of F at j . Thus, in particular, 0 is the only ideal1
of A, and A is semisimple;
 .ii or, as the MV-algebra of germs at j of McNaughton functions.
Recall that two functions p and q have the same germ at j in symbols,
. w xp ; q iff they coincide over some open neighborhood of j in 0, 1 .j
w x2 . w xLet C 0, 1 denote the MV-algebra of all continuous 0, 1 -valued func-
2 Ä 2w x w x .tions on the unit square 0, 1 . Let the map b : F = F ª C 0, 1 be1 1
Ä .  .  .defined by b f , g s f x g y for all f , g g F . Trivially, whenever f ; f 91 j
Ä Ä .  .and g ; g 9, then the functions b f , g and b f 9, g 9 coincide on anj
 . w x2open neighborhood of j , j in 0, 1 . Let the germinal ideal O be j , j .
defined by
2w xO s h g C 0, 1 h s 0 on some open neighborhood of j , j . . . 5 j , j .
w x2 .Let the quotient MV-algebra H be defined by H s C 0, 1 rO . j , j .
 . w xThen H is the MV-algebra of germs at j , j of continuous 0, 1 -valued
2 Äw xfunctions on 0, 1 . From b we obtain a map b : A = A ª H, sending
 .  .each pair of germs frO , grO into the germ at j , j of the functionj j
 .  .f x g y . Let G be the subalgebra of H generated by the range of b.
Then b is a bimorphism of A = A into G.
Claim 1: G is not semisimple. As a matter of fact, let x and y be the
w x2  .two identity functions over 0, 1 . The germ of x at j , j is a member
 .of G, and so is the germ of y at j , j . Therefore, the free product MV-
w xalgebra A@ A is a subalgebra of G. By 8, Corollary 4.4 together with
 .Theorem 1.4 iv , A@ A is not semisimple. A fortiori, G is not semisimple.
Claim 2: A m A is not semisimple. Assume A m A is semisimpleMV MV
 .absurdum hypothesis . A moment's reflection shows that A m A hasMV
precisely one maximal ideal. For otherwise, by Theorem 1.1 there would
w xexist at least two homomorphisms of A m A into 0, 1 , and the compo-MV
 .sition of m g bim A, A, A m A with these homomorphisms wouldMV MV
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w xgive at least two distinct bimorphisms of A = A into 0, 1 , whence, by
 .  .Theorem 2.4, at least two elements of M A = M A , whence A s F rJ1 j
would have at least two maximal ideals, which is impossible. Since, as we
have just seen, A m A has precisely one maximal ideal and it isMV
assumed to be semisimple, by Theorem 1.2, A m A coincides with aMV
w xsubalgebra of 0, 1 . By the universal property of A m A, there is aMV
unique homomorphism l: A m A ª G such that l( m s b. SinceMV MV
w xA m A is a subalgebra of 0, 1 , l is one-to-one. Since G is generated byMV
the range of b , l is onto G. Thus, A m A is isomorphic to G, and byMV
the first claim, A m A is not semisimple, a contradiction.MV
4. THE SEMISIMPLE TENSOR PRODUCT
The following is a generalization of Definition 3.1.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let K be a class of MV-algebras, and A, B g K. Then
a bimorphism b of A = B into an MV-algera C is said to be K-uni¨ ersal
 .iff C g K and for all C9 g K and b9 g bim A, B, C9 , there is a unique
homomorphism l: C ª C9 such that b9 s l( b.
Throughout the rest of this paper we shall restrict attention to the case
when K is the class of semisimple MV-algebras. We first construct the
semisimple tensor product, as follows.
Construction. Given semisimple MV-algebras A and B, let R be the
 .radical of A m B, and A m B s A m B rR. Let r : A m B ªMV MV MV
 .A m B rR be the quotient map. Then A m B is a semisimple MV-MV
w x  .  .algebra 5, Corollary 2.5.18 . Let the map m: a, b ¬ a m b send each
 .  .pair a, b g A = B into the element a m b rR g A m B; in symbols,
ms r ( m . Then m is well defined and is a bimorphism of A = B intoMV
A m B, whose range generates A m B. We shall call A m B the semisim-
ple tensor product of A and B.
The fundamental theorem of semisimple tensor products states that the
bimorphism m: A = B ª A m B is universal for the class of semisimple
MV-algebras.
THEOREM 4.2. Let A and B be semisimple MV-algebras. Then for e¨ery
bimorphism b of A = B into a semisimple MV-algebra C, there is a unique
 .  .homomorphism l: A m B ª C such that l a m b s b a, b .
Proof. The universal property of A m B yields a unique homomor-MV
phism m: A m B ª C such that b s m( m . Since C is semisimple,MV MV
the kernel of m will include the radical of A m B. Thus the mapMV
r a m b s a m b rR ¬ m a m b .  .  .MV MV MV
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 .is a well-defined homomorphism l of A m B into C such that l a m b s
 .b a, b . Uniqueness of l is routine, because elements of the form
 .r a m b generate A m B.MV
By contrast with the MV-tensor product, the semisimple tensor product
allows a concrete visualization as follows.
THEOREM 4.3. Let A and B be semisimple MV-algebras, respecti¨ ely
  ..   .. identified with separating subalgebras of C M A and C M B whence the
.maps a ¬ a* and b ¬ b* are assumed to be identities . Let p : A = B ª
  .  ..C M A = M B send each pair of elements a g A and b g B into the
 .  . w xfunction f : M A = M B ª 0, 1 gi¨ en by
f I , J s a I ? b J .  .  .
 .  .for all I g M A and J g M B . Let C be the MV-algebra generated by the
  .  ..  .range of p in C M A = M B . Then p g bim A, B, C is uni¨ ersal for the
class of semisimple MV-algebras, and hence, C is isomorphic to A m B.
  .  ..Further, C is a separating subalgebra of C M A = M B .
Proof. Let m: A = B ª A m B be the universal bimorphism of Theo-
  ..rem 4.2. Identify A m B with a separating subalgebra of C M A m B .
Then there is a unique homomorphism l: A m B ª C such that p s
l( m . Since the range of p generates C, then l is surjective. Let
 y1 . <  .4  .Y s F f 0 f g Ker l . Then Y is a closed subspace of M A m B ,
and the map l amounts to restricting to Y each function in A m B :
  ..  .C M A m B ; in symbols, l f s f ° Y.
 .Claim: l is injective. Otherwise absurdum hypothesis , Y is strictly
 .  .contained in M A m B . Let H g M A m B be a maximal ideal which is
w xnot a member of Y. Let r : A m B ª 0, 1 be the quotient map. FromH
our identification of A m B with an MV-algebra of functions, it follows
that r amounts to evaluating at H each function f g A m B; in symbols,H
r f s f H for all f g A m B. 16 .  .  .H
w xThe composite map r ( m is a bimorphism of A = B into 0, 1 . ByH
 .  .  .Theorem 2.4, there is a unique pair I, J g M A = M B such that for
 .  . .  .  .  . .all a, b g A = B, r ( m a, b s a I ? b J s c (p a, b , whereH
  .  .. w x  .the evaluation map c : C M A = M B ª 0, 1 is defined by c a m b
 .  . s a I ? b J . It follows that c ( l( m s c (p s r ( m , whence fromH
.the fact that the range of m generates A m B we can write
r s c ( l. 17 .H
 .  . .  .  .Stated otherwise, for all a, b g A = B, a m b H s a I ? b J . By
 .Theorem 1.1, the kernel of c is a maximal ideal P g M C . The inverse
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y1 .  .image l P is a maximal ideal Q g M A m B , and, necessarily, Q g Y.
The following diagram illustrates the situation:








 .Recalling 17 , for each f g A m B, we have
f H s r f s c ( l f s c f ° Y s f ° Y Q s f Q . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H
 .  .Since f H s f Q for all f g A m B, and A m B is a separating subalge-
  ..bra of C M A m B , it follows that Q s H, thus contradicting the fact
that Q g Y and H f Y. The claim is settled and l is an isomorphism of C
onto A m B.
 .It is now easy to see that p g bim A, B, C is a universal bimorphism
for the class of semisimple MV-algebras. A moment's reflection also shows
  .  ..that C is a separating subalgebra of the MV-algebra C M A = M B .
Dropping the assumption that the maps a ¬ a* and b ¬ b* are identi-
  ..ties, their ranges A* and B* will be separating subalgebras of C M A
  ..and C M B , respectively. The uniqueness of the semisimple tensor
product can then be expressed as follows.
COROLLARY 4.4. Let A and B be semisimple MV-algebras. Let the map
 .  .  .), ) : A = B ª A* = B* send each pair a, b into a*, b* . Let m*:
  .  ..  .A* = B* ª C M A = M B transform each a*, b* into the function g :
 .  . w x  .  .  .M A = M B ª 0, 1 gi¨ en by g I, J s a* I ? b* J . Let us agree to
  .  ..denote by A* m*B* the subalgebra of C M A = M B generated by the
  .range of m*. It follows that A* m*B* is a separating subalgebra of C M A
 ..= M B , and m* is a bimorphism of A* = B* into A* m*B*, which is
uni¨ ersal for semisimple MV-algebras. Further,
 .i There is a unique isomorphism l: A m B ª A* m*B* such that
 .l a m b s a* m*b*; graphically,
m 6A = B A m B
6 6
 .), ) l
m* 6A* = B* A* m*B*
 .18
 .  .ii The map I ¬ l I is an isomorphism of the lattice of ideals of
A m B onto the lattice of ideals of A* m B*. For any ideal I of A m B, let
 .  y1 .r : A m B ª A m B rI be the quotient map; further, let V s F f 0I l I .
 .4  .  .N f g l I : M A = M B be the intersection of the zerosets of functions in
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 .l I . Then, letting ° denote the restriction operation, there is a unique
 .  .isomorphism m : A m B rI ª A* m*B* ° V such that r ( l sI l I . l I .
m ( r ; graphically,I I
rI 6  .A m B A m B rI
6 6
ml I
 .r Il 6  .A* m*B* A* m*B* ° Vl I .
 .19
 .  .iii For all a, b g A = B, we ha¨e the identity
m a m b rI s a* m*b* ° V . 20 .  .  . .I l I .
5. MULTIPLICATIVE MV-ALGEBRAS
Construction. Let A be a semisimple MV-algebra. The flip automor-
 .  .phism w : A m A ª A m A is generated by the map a , a ¬ a , a , for1 2 2 1
all a , a g A. An ideal J of A m A is said to be in¨ariant iff w J s J. The1 2
diagonal ideal D is the intersection of all maximal invariant ideals of
 .A m A. Let r : A m A ª A m A rD be the quotient map. Note thatD
 .A m A rD is semisimple, because the ideal D is an intersection of
w xmaximal ideals 5, Theorem 2.5.17 . We then define the diagonal map d :
 .A ª A m A rD by stipulating that for all a g A,
d a s r a m 1 . 21 .  .  .D
The flip automorphism of A* m*A* canonically induces a flip homeomor-
 .  .  .  .phism of M A = M A onto itself. Let the diagonal D of M A = M A
be defined by
D s I , I I g M A . 4 .  .
 .Recalling from Corollary 4.4 i that A* m*A* is a separating subalgebra of
  .  ..  .  <  . 4C M A = M A , let I, J ¬ f g A* m*A* f I, J s 0 be the canoni-
 .  .  .cal correspondence between points I, J g M A = M A and maximal
ideals K of A* m*A*. The inverse of this correspondence maps each
maximal ideal K of A* m*A* into the intersection Z of the zerosets of all
 .4functions in K. Note that Z s I, J is a singleton, because A* m*A*
.separates points. Then a maximal ideal K of A* m*A* is invariant iff its
 .corresponding point I, J is invariant under the flip homeomorphism, iff
 .I s J, iff I, J g D. By Corollary 4.4, for all a, b g A, we have a m b g D
 .  .  .iff a m b g Ker r iff a* m*b* g Ker r if a* m*b* g l D iff a*D lD .
m*b* identically vanishes over D iff a* m*b* belongs to all invariant
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maximal ideals of A* m*A*. Since the zerosets of functions in A* m*A*
form a basis of closed sets for the spectral topology of A* m*A*, we get
y1 y1V s F f 0 f g l D s F f 0 f s 0 over D s D . 22 .  .  .  . 4  4lD .
 .Let the map e : A* ª A* m*A* ° D be defined by stipulating that, for
 .  .  .all a* g A*, e a* s a* m*1 ° D. In other words, for all I, I g D,
e a* I , I s a* I . 23 .  .  .  . .
Then e is a homomorphism, and we have a commutative diagram
d6 .A m A rD A
6 6
m )D
e6A* m*A* ° D A*
 .24
 .  .  . .  . .As a matter of fact, from 20 ] 23 we get m (d a s m ( r a m 1D D D
 .  .  .s a* m*1 ° V s a* m*1 ° D s e a* .lD .
PROPOSITION 5.1. For e¨ery semisimple MV-algebra A, both maps d and
e are one-to-one.
 .Proof. In the light of diagram 24 , since both maps ) and m areD
isomorphisms, it suffices to prove that e is one-to-one. Let 0 / a* g A*,
 .with the intent of proving 0 / e a* . By Theorems 1.2 and 4.3, A* and
  ..   .  ..A* m*A* are separating subalgebras of C M A and C M A = M A ,
 .  .  .respectively. Let J g M A be such that a* J / 0. Then by 23 , since
 .  .   .. .  .J, J g D we can write 0 / a* J s e a* J, J , whence e a* / 0, as
required.
PROPOSITION 4.2. For any semisimple MV-algebra A, the following condi-
tions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i The diagonal map d : A ª A m A rD is onto;
 .  .ii The map e is an isomorphism of A* onto A* m*A* ° D;
 .  .iii d isomorphically maps A onto A m A rD;
 .iv A* is closed under pointwise multiplication.
 .  .Proof. The equivalences of i ] iii follow from Proposition 5.1, recall-
ing that both maps ) and m are isomorphisms. For the implicationD
 .  .  .iv ª ii , by Corollary 4.4 every element of A* m*A* ° D is in the
 .MV-algebra generated by elements of the form a* m*b* ° D, i.e., ele-
ments of the form a* ? b*, where a*, b* g A* and ? is pointwise multiplica-
 .tion. Since by hypothesis, a* ? b* g A*, we conclude by 23 that e is
 .  .surjective. Conversely, in order to prove ii ª iv , adopting the notation
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 .  .  .of the commutative diagrams 18 , 19 , 24 , let us define the operation >:
 y1 . .A* = A* ª A* by a* >b* s e ( r ( m* a*, b* . By Corollary 4.4,lD .
 . .  .r ( m* a*, b* s a* m*b* ° D. By definition of e , together withlD .
 . w xCorollary 4.4, the function a* m*b* ° D: D ª 0, 1 is the e-image of the
 . w x  . .  .  .function a* ? b*: M A ª 0, 1 given by a* ? b* I s a* I ? b* I for all
 .I g M A . This shows that the binary operation > coincides with pointwise
multiplication.
DEFINITION 5.3. A semisimple MV-algebra A is called multiplicati¨ e iff
it satisfies any of the equivalent conditions of the above proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let A be a semisimple multiplicati¨ e MV-algebra. Let
the map w: A = A ª A be defined by
a wa s dy1 ( r a m a . . .1 2 D 1 2
Then w has the following properties:
 .  . U Ui a wa * s a ? a , where ? is pointwise multiplication;1 2 1 2
 .ii w is commutati¨ e, associati¨ e, has neutral element 1, and is a
bimorphism of A = A into A. Thus, for all a, b, c g A, aw0 s 0, and w
distributes o¨er the lattice operations of A in the following sense:
 .  .  .  .iii cw a k b s cwa k cwb , and
 .  .  .  .iv cw a n b s cwa n cwb .
For all a, b g A with a(b s 0, we ha¨e
 .  .  .v cwa ( cwb s 0 and
 .  .  .  .vi cw a [ b s cwa [ cwb .
 .Proof. i Consider the following commutative diagram, as given by
Corollary 4.4 and the assumption that A is multiplicative:
r y1m D d6 6 6 .A = A A m A A m A rD A
6 6 6 6
m ) .), ) l D
r y1lD .m* e6 6 6 .A* = A* A* m*A* A* m*A* ° D A*
We then have
a wa * s *(dy1 ( r a m a .  . .1 2 D 1 2
s ey1 ( r ( m*( ), ) a , a .  . .lD . 1 2
s ey1 ( r aU m*aU . .lD . 1 2
s ey1 aU m*aU ° D s aU ? aU , .  . .1 2 1 2
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 .as required. The proof of ii follows from the definition of semisimple
tensor product, together with the commutativity of the above diagram. The
fact that w is a bimorphism of A = A into A is proved by direct
 .  .inspection of the above diagram. The proof of conditions iii ] vi now
follows by Definition 2.1 using Propositions 2.2 and 2.3.
DEFINITION 5.5. The above operation w: A = A ª A is called the
natural product of the semisimple multiplicative MV-algebra A.
The following is an immediate consequence of the definitions and of
Proposition 5.2.
 . PROPOSITION 5.6. i E¨ery boolean algebra i.e., e¨ery MV-algebra
.satisfying the idempotence equation x [ x s x is multiplicati¨ e, and the
natural product coincides with the lattice operation n.
 . w xii E¨ery subalgebra of 0, 1 which is closed under multiplication of
real numbers, is multiplicati¨ e. More generally, if A is an MV-algebra of
w x0, 1 -¨alued continuous functions o¨er some compact Hausdorff space X and
A is closed under pointwise multiplication of functions, then A is multiplicati¨ e
and its natural product coincides with pointwise multiplication.
By Corollary 1.3 together with Propositions 5.2 and 5.4, the class of
 .MV-algebras given in ii above is the most general possible example of a
 .semisimple multiplicative MV-algebra.
Remark. Our analysis of tensor products in semisimple MV-algebras
allows an intrinsic, representation-free formulation of the intuitive notion
of A being ``closed under multiplication.'' This fact may be of help in
further investigations of intrinsic multiplication operations in classes of
nonsemisimple MV-algebras}e.g., the MV-algebras arising from a non-
w xstandard model of the multiplicative algebra 0, 1 .
6. THE MV-ALGEBRAIC LOOMIS]SIKORSKI THEOREM
w xIn this section, we assume familiarity with the spectral topology 1 , and
w xstates 6 of l-groups. Let A be a s-complete MV-algebra, and let G be
its corresponding l-group with strong unit u, as given by Theorem 1.4.
Then by Proposition 1.5, A is semisimple, and by Proposition 1.5, every
bounded sequence of elements of G has a supremum in G: for short,
w xfollowing 6 , G is Dedekind s-complete. For every maximal ideal J of A,
the quotient MV-algebra ArJ is canonically identified with a subalgebra
w xof 0, 1 , in the light of Theorem 1.1. We say that J is discrete iff ArJ is
finite. Similarly, a maximal l-ideal I of G is said to be discrete iff the
 .quotient l-group GrI is cyclic. In the light of Theorem 1.4 iv , it is easy to
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w x  .see that I is discrete iff so is the ideal J s I l 0, u g M A . For any
maximal l-ideal I of G, there is precisely one embedding of GrI into the
totally ordered group R in such a way that the strong unit urI is mapped
into the element 1. This is a well-known consequence of Holder's theoremÈ
w x  .1, 2.6, 12.2.1 . Let S G, u be the state space of G, i.e., the convex set of
 .  .group homomorphisms j : G ª R such that j u s 1 and 0 F j x for all
 .  .0 F x g G. Let ­ S G, u be the space of extremal points of S G, u withe
w x w x  .the natural topology 6 . By 6, Theorem 15.32, Corollary 12.19 , ­ S G, ue
 . is canonically homeomorphic to the space Maxspec G i.e., mG, in the
w x. w xnotation of 1 of maximal l-ideals of G with the spectral topology 1 . By
 .  .  .Theorem 1.4 iii ] iv , Maxspec G is in turn canonically homeomorphic to
 .  .M A . For each extremal state s g ­ S G, u , and corresponding maximale
 .l-ideal I of G, the range s G of s coincides with the quotient l-group
 .  .GrI, once GrI, urI is canonically embedded into R, 1 .
 .LEMMA 6.1. Let A be a s-complete MV-algebra. Let X s M A be the
space of maximal ideals of A with the spectral topology. For each J g X, let
ArJ be identified with the set of possible ¨alues at J of functions a*, for all
 .a g A. Then the map a ¬ a* of 2 is an isomorphism of A onto the
w xMV-algebra E consisting of all continuous functions g : X ª 0, 1 such that
 .g J g ArJ for each discrete J g X. This map preserves all countable
 .suprema in the sense that, for e¨ery sequence a g A, the element E a * isi i
 . Uthe supremum in C X of the functions a , and coincides with the supremumi
U   .in E of the a . Note that E a * need not coincide with the pointwisei i
U .supremum of the functions a .i
Proof. Let G be the corresponding l-group of A with strong unit u; in
 .symbols, A s G G, u . Then G is Dedekind s-complete. In the light of
 .Theorem 1.4 iv , let us canonically identify the homeomorphic spaces X
 . w xand Maxspec G . From 6, Corollary 9.10 , we get that X is basically
disconnected; in other words, the closure of every open F subset of X iss
open. Let Gh be the l-group of all real-valued continuous functions overh wX. Note that the constant function 1 is a strong unit for G . By 6,
x h w xCorollary 9.3 , G is Dedekind s-complete. By 6, Corollary 9.14 , together
with our introductory discussion in this section, there is an l-isomorphism
c of G onto the l-subgroup B of Gh consisting of all continuous
 .functions f : X ª R such that f J g GrJ : R for each discrete maximal
 .l-ideal J of G. Again, we are canonically identifying GrJ, urJ with a
 . hsubgroup of R, 1 . A moment's reflection shows that B is large in G
 h .equivalently, G is an essential extension of B : to this purpose, it is
sufficient to note that for each 0 - f g Gh, there is an element 0 - g g B
w xand a positive integer n such that g F nf. By 1, Corollary 12.1.12 , allh w xexisting suprema in B are preserved in G . By 6, Lemma 9.12 , countable
suprema of G are mapped by c into countable suprema of B or, what is
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the same, countable suprema in Gh. By definition of the canonical homeo-
 .  .morphism ­ S G, u ( Maxspec G , we obtain that the l-isomorphisme
G ( B is generated by the map a ¬ a*. Thus, by Theorem 1.4, the map
a ¬ a* coincides with the isomorphism c ° A of A onto the subalgebra E
 . w xof C X given by the 0, 1 -valued functions of B. By Proposition 1.5, both
 .  h .  .C X s G G , 1 and E s G B, 1 are s-complete. Since countable
suprema are preserved by the map c , and B is large in Gh, then, going
back to MV-algebras, preservation of countable suprema is a consequence
 .  .of Theorem 1.4 iii ] iv .
By a s-field of sets over a nonempty set X we mean a s-complete
 4boolean algebra of 0, 1 -valued functions over X, where countable suprema
are given by pointwise sups. This is equivalent to the usual definition see,
w x. w xe.g., 10 . Similarly, following 9, 8.1.1 , by a tribe over X we mean an
w xMV-algebra F of 0, 1 -valued functions on X such that, for each sequence
f , f , . . . g F, the pointwise supremum f s sup f also belongs to F.1 2 i i
Thus, in particular, in every tribe F we have
 .i 0 g F;
 .ii whenever f g F, then ! f s 1 y f g F;
 . `iii if f , f , . . . g F, then 1 n  f g F,1 2 is1 i
where it is understood that 1 n ` s 1. Note that F is a s-complete
MV-algebra. On the other hand, not every s-complete MV-algebra is
isomorphic to a tribe already a s-complete boolean algebra need not be
.isomorphic to a s-field of sets .
Let A be a s-complete MV-algebra. Then a homomorphism h: F ª A
is said to be a s-homomorphism iff for each sequence f , f , f . . . g F,1 2 3
 .letting f s sup f be their pointwise supremum, h f coincides with thei i
 .supremum E h f in A.i i
The following result generalizes the well-known Loomis]Sikorski theo-
w xrem 10, 29.1, p. 93 .
 .THEOREM 6.2. Let A be a s-complete MV-algebra. Let X s M A . Then
there is a tribe F o¨er X and a s-homomorphism h of F onto A.
Proof. As in the proof of the previous lemma, the preservation proper-
  .. w xties of the G functor 1.4 iv , together with 6, Corollary 9.10 , ensure that
w x  .X is basically disconnected, and by 6, Corollary 9.3 , C X is s-complete.
By Lemma 6.1, we can safely identify A with a s-complete and separating
 .subalgebra of C X . While countable suprema in A need not coincide
with pointwise suprema of functions, the proof of Lemma 6.1 has shown
 .  .that all existing suprema in A : C X are preserved in C X . For any
w xfunction f : X ª 0, 1 , let us agree to say that f coincides almost e¨ery-
where with a continuous function g g A, in symbols, f f g, iff the set
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 <  .  .4  .J g X f J / g J is meager also called a set of first category . Stated
otherwise, the set is the countable union of subsets of X whose closure
has empty interior. Note that if we also have f f h and h g A, then
w x Xnecessarily g s h. Thus, letting F : 0, 1 be the set of functions f that
coincide almost everywhere with some function g g A, we have a map h of
F onto A. It is easy to see that F is an MV-algebra and that h is a
homomorphism. There remains to be shown that F is a tribe and that h is
a s-homomorphism. It is sufficient to prove that, for each sequence
f , f , . . . g F,1 2
sup f f sup h f f h f . .  .Ei i i
i i i
 .  .Since by construction, f f h f , the fact that sup f f sup h f immedi-i i i i i i
ately follows by definition of meager set. To conclude the proof, let
Ã Ã .  .  .f s sup h f and f s E h f . Recall that f is also the supremum E h fi i i i i i
Ã .  .in C X . Trivially, f F f. Further, since each h f is continuous, the seti
 < 4Y s J g X f is not continuous at J is meager in X, by the Baire
w xcategory theorem 11, Baire's Theorem 2, pp. 12]13 .
Ã  . Claim: f f f. For otherwise absurdum hypothesis , assume D s J g
Ã<  .  .4  .X f J / f J is not meager. Then D l X R Y contains at least one
element J, because D cannot be contained in the meager set Y. Let
Ã Ã .  .0 - e s f J y f J . Since both f and f are continuous at J, there is an
Ã .  .open neighborhood U of J such that f I y f I ) 2er3 for all I g U.
Since X is basically disconnected, U may be assumed clopen. Let the
w x  .  .function d : X ª 0, 1 be defined by d J s 0 outside U, and d J s er2
Ï Ã .over U. Then by definition of U, d g C X . Now the function f s f y d is
Ã .an element of C X , is strictly smaller than f , and for all i s 1, 2, . . . ,
Ï Ã  .f F f F f. This contradicts our assumption that f is the supremum E h fi i i
 .in C X .
Ã ÃWe have proved that f and f only differ on a meager set, i.e., f f f.
This completes the proof.
Closing a circle of ideas, and putting the two conditions of s-complete-
ness and multiplicativeness together, we have the following.
COROLLARY 6.3. Let A be a s-complete multiplicati¨ e MV-algebra. Let
 .X s M A . Then there is a tribe F o¨er X which is closed under pointwise
multiplication, and a s-homomorphism h of F onto A such that, for all
 .  .  .f , g g F, h fg s h f wh g .
Proof. We adopt the same notation and terminology of the previous
 .proof. Since A is multiplicative, by Proposition 5.6 ii , whenever J is a
w xdiscrete maximal ideal of A, then the quotient algebra ArJ : 0, 1 must
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 4coincide with the two-element boolean algebra 0, 1 . Again letting F :
w x X0, 1 be the set of functions almost everywhere coinciding with some
function in A, we have a map h of F onto A. F is an MV-algebra of
functions closed under pointwise multiplication, and h is a homomor-
 .  .  .phism. By Proposition 5.6, h fg s h f wh g . For each sequence
 .  .f , f , . . . g F, we must prove sup f f sup h f f E h f . Letting f s1 2 i i i i i i
Ã Ã .  .sup h f and f s E h f , we immediately obtain sup f f f F f. Again,i i i i i i
the set Y of discontinuity points of f is meager in X. In order to prove
Ã Ãthat f f f , by way of contradiction, assume the set D of points where f / f
Ã .  .  .is not meager. Let J g D l X R Y . Let 0 - e s f J y f J . There is a
Ã .  .clopen neighborhood U of J such that f I y f I ) 2er3 for all I g U.
 4Case 1. The set of maximal ideals I such that ArI s 0, 1 is dense
over U.
Then, by continuity, over U, each f , as well as f , identically vanishes,i
Ã Ï Ï Ã Ïand f s 1. Let the function f be defined by f s f outside U, and f s 0
Ï Ï Ïover U. Then f g A, and for all i, f F f F f ; on the other hand, f isi
Ã Ãstrictly smaller than f , thus contradicting the definition of f.
Case 2. For some nonempty open set W : U, there are no ideals I
 4such that ArI s 0, 1 .
Then, again, we can safely assume W clopen. Let the function d : X
w x  .  .ª 0, 1 be defined by d J s 0 outside W, and d J s er2 over W. Then
Ï Ã Ïd g A. Similarly, the function f s f y d is in A, and for all i, f F f F f ,i
Ï Ã Ãwhence f is strictly smaller than f , thus contradicting the definition of f.
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